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ABSTRACT
This study describes some qualitative aspects of locomotion and positional behavior of dusky
leafmonkeys (Tachypithecus obscurus) in PenangBotanical Garden.Intensive observationwith
continous observation was carried out lor l8 days during June and December 2006. eualitative
resultsdemonstratedthelocomotion modesoflangurs consistedofleaping, moving quadrupedally,
and moving bipedally. The postures comprised ofinactive, feeding, and vertical clinging.
Keywords: Traclrypithecusobscurus, Dusky Leaf Monkeys, Malaysian primates, Locomotion,
Positional Behaviour.
INTRODUCTION
Trachypithecusobscurus rs a wid,espreadlariguq which consistsof eleven subspecies(BrandonJones et al. 2004). T. o. obscurus is the major subspeciesthat exists in peninsular Malaysia,
especially to the north and expandsinto south ofrhailand. T. o. halonifer rs another subspecies
that can be traced in Dayang Bunting lsland, Langkawi Island and penang Island. The field
observation of dusky leafmonkey is relatively scarcedue to their shyness,lesspredictablehabits,
greater stealth and tendency to disperse(Chivers 1980).
Primates exhibit more diverse in locomotion and positional behavior compared to any other
terestrial mammal, such as vertical climbing, suspensorymotion, and vertical leaping (Chatani
2003; Hunt et al. 1996). Each primate taxon possessestheir characteristic positional repertoire
that relatedto their morphological and ecological characters(chatani 2003). The field observation
of dusky leaf monkeys was carried out qualitatively to identify and depict various patterns of
locomotion and postures.
MATERIALS

AND METHODS

This researchwas conducted in Penang Botanical Garden. The study site is a historical public
botanical garden establishedin 1884by charles curtis, who enthusedto bear the seedsof exotic
plants from distant lands. It occupying an area of 30 hectares.Thegarden is a popular recreation
spot lor local citizens to jog and exercisedue to its precious cleaner and fresher air in the island.
The beautiful landscapeof garden provides a peace and tranquility environment to the stressful
citizens. However, its importance is far more than recreationalpurpose.penangBotanical Garden
is inhabiting by fine collection olexotic flora and fauna, especially the long-tailed Macaquesand
duskv leaf lansurs.
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The study group ofdusky lealmonkeys at PenangBotanical Gardenis composedby 18 individuals
that comprises of one adult male, five adult females, 1l subadult lemales and one infant. The
dominant male is obviously possessesa larger body size from the other members and some of its
leading behavior has demonstratedits dominance statuswithin the group. Five adult femaleswere
also in big size than the other ll subadultfemales.The infant's coat was in light orangecombining
with black color during observation in June 2006. Iniant has totally turned into black color during
observation in December 2006, although it still spent most of its day with mother. This subject
group is consideredas habituated in the term olnot running away or accustomedto the presence
of the obseryer(Curtin 1980).
Preliminary observation has been conducted in order to familiar with subjectsand to determine
types of locomotion and positional behaviour ofthe subjects(Altmann 1974;Martin & Bateson
1993).Preliminary observationwas conductedfor 4 days in the period ftom l6 June 2006 until 2l
June 2006. Continous observation was employed in the intensive observation for 18 days during
June and December 2006. The sample sessionwas scheduled from 0700 h to 1630 h, 8 hours
per day excluding an hour and 30 minutes break. The locomotion and positional behavior were
managedto be described,captured with digital camera and transformed into hand sketching.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
Rose (1974)concluded that all types of primates spend more time in postural than in locomotor
activities. From the field observation,both locomotion and positional behaviorsare dependon the
particular activity involved. Locomotion has frequently observedduring the foraging or feeding
period while postural is shown during the rest time.
Langurs exhibited locomotormodes, such asmoving orrunning quadrupedally,moving bipedalty,
and leaping (jumping that included horizontal and frequently vertical components).Langurs have
displayed various types ofpostures over the whole observation.Those postures contain inactive
postures (sitting and lying down), feeding and vertical clinging posture.
Locomotion
Lesping
Generally, arboreal primates practice leaping when they are coming to cross an adjoining or
adjacenttrees or areasby utilizing the canopy or arboreal substrates(Fuentes 1996). Macaques
have extendedtheir spine and limbs forcefully in order to propel their body to crossa gap (Chatani
2003). The subjects of the study were predominantly applied leaping in movement between
adjoining and moving upside or downside (Figure 1). Dropping was not performed during the
observation.
Bonobosmonkeys have used mote branchiation than chimpanzeesdue to their respectivehabitats.
Tree crowns seldom interdigitated consistentlyto off€r long-distancetravel route in chimpanzees'
habitat while locomotion of bonobos could be relatively expensive to travel on ground due to
their higher foraging canopy (Hunt 1991).In this case, leaping as langur's commonest traveling
locomotor mode could be explained by the similar cost ofbranchiation as both are arboreal travel
locomotor mode. Apparently, Penang Botanical Garden offers an exclusive interdigitated tree
crowns within and surround the garden. In addition, langur utilized the electricity cable at the
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surrounding area as part of their arboreal rout€. Therefore, langurs performed more leaping in
arboreal traveling positional mode as their food sources are clumped at the upper strata of the
canopy.
Tree hopping is a serial of continuous leaping from one point to another point while leaping just
included one time hopping. Tree hopping was performed when langurs intend to move or change
from feeding area to sleepingarea and was used intensively when playing. play behavior involved
many robust and vigorous locomotor movements, especially tree hopping in order to exhibit a
rapid escapeover branches (symons 1978).Female langur was observed to avoid far distance
leaping by choosing the nearest leaping point due to take care of the infant clinging with her.
JapaneseMacaque femalesalso avoid the risky gaps while leaping (Chatani 2003).
Qaadrupedal Movement
Moving quadrupedallywasthe predominantlocomotion mode onbranchesorboughs that exhibited
during the observation.It is same situation with the JapaneseMacaques,which used quadrupedal
walking most frequently on the ground and in trees, lor traveling and feeding (Chatani 2003).
Langurs practiced this locomotion during foraging or moving from one destination to another
destination due to its economical value.
Leaf monkey locomotion is primarily arboreal and dependsupon the arboreally utilized habitat
substrates.The most common form of locomotion of P. potenziqni is quadrupedal running on
the top of large branches and climbing up and down the boles of the trees and climbers. The
locomotion modes of dusky leaf monkey are more or less similar to this sister taxa due to their
similar exclusive use of the upper strata (Figure 2) (Fuentes 1996; euiatt & Reynolds 1993).
The most interesting part of the exhibited quadrupedal pattern was when the subjects moved
suspensoryacrossthe cable (electricity or telephonecableat surroundings)(photo l). They moved
quadrupedally and suspensoryby grasping the cable with both hands while hanging their body
downward to the ground. This was the favorite quadrupedally movementwhen crossing the cable
compared to moving quadrupedally with facing downward to the ground.
This suspensory-likeand habituated locomotor mode is suggestedto facilitate and hasten their
movement on the cable due to the time they accomplished their movement. This locomotion
pattern was not performed while moving on the boughs or branches.This could be explained that
branches or boles are supportive to their weight to allow them move quadrupedally with facing
downward to the ground. In addition, another interesting locomotion was that showed by one
subject to arm over another individual's body when it intended to cross the narrow cable route,
where its member has sat and blocked its wav (Photo 2).
Bipedal Movement
Positional behavior exhibited is associatedto a particular activity (chatani 2003).p. potenziani
was moved bipedally on large brancheswhile feeding on climber leavesoverhead(Fuentes1996).
JapaneseMacaques also exhibited quadrupedal standing, sitting and bipedal standing during
feeding on the trees (Chatani 2003). Moving bipedally was exhibited by langurs during feeding
by leaning or crouching the food source at the t€rminal. This locomotion Dattern was alwavs
observedfor a briefand instant movc.
Overall, dusky leafmonkeys did not fully practiced bipedalism by walking or running bipeclally.
Only apes with a shorter back, rib-cage broader and the pelvis bones could support a vertical
posture. Yet, further dexterity ofthe hands is neededto support the ape in moving bipedally like
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human (Macdonald 1984).Therefore, it is consideredas an odd locomotion mode when langurs
found to walk bipedally for a short period following by quadrupedal movements (Figure 3).
Nevertheless,they moved bipedally and quadrupedally when they were observedmoving on the
ground. They seemedto modify their locomotor mode on the ground due to the different supports.
Terrestrial supports are the general horizontal ground, cliffs, streams, rivers, and beach while
arboreal supports comprises oftrees and vines (Chatani 2003).
Grand (1972) found that Macaca sinice sit and feed itself within a hemisphere of the branch.
Same feeding habit has exhibited by langurs that they will choose a terminal and sit still to
feed itselfuntil they have consumed all the 'edible'part ofthe hemisphere.However, they were
observedto stand up bipedally, then leaned to pluck the leaves overhead or crouched their body
to pluck the leaves on the terminal of branch. The subjects have utilized their intelligence to
consumethe leaveson twig by jerking the twig toward them to pluck the leavesor pluck the twig
straightforward.
Posture
Generally, dusky leafmonkeys and JapaneseMacaquesexhibit sitting and lying postures during
resting (Chatani 2003). Old World monkeys always display sitting posture due to the presence
of the ischial callosity on their hindquaters. Photo 3 displays the arboreal sit-in posture which
the weight is supported by the ischial and the feet with the hip and knee tightly flexed could
bear an amount of the weight. Howeveq langurs in Photo 4 have exhibited a terrestrial sit-in
posture regarding to the standardized descriptions of primate (Hunt et al. 1996). They utilized
their grasping hand with opposabledigits while sitting to maximize the balance(McKenna 1982).
Langur in Photo 5 displayed a sit-out postur€ with extended-hindlimb place on the separated
bough. Their hindlimbs may play a balancerrole but som€howbear a little portion ofbody weight.
Normally, langurs will lie down on the branch as horizontal supporting stratum during the siesta
time (Photo 6). It could be explained as a more comfortable and relaxing posture for them to
sleepor rest. In addition, both hindlimbs and lorelimbs are dangle down while resting on belly on
the branch (Hunt et al. 1996). Chatani (2003) found that males adopted lying posture more than
females did.
JapaneseMacaques allocated more time in standing quadrupedally when feeding while langurs
spent more time in sitting (Photo 7). Dusky leafmonkeys seldomly carry food while moving but
ifhappen for only short distances (McKenna 1982).Normally, langurs lean their body to reach
the terminal of branch and then stay back in sitting posture while eating. It is an example of
sit-out posture (Hunt et al. 1996). Some ofthem were found to manipulate branchesby pulling
towards them in order to reach leavesat the terminal of branch. They are capablein estimating
the supportivenessof the branch. The tail is lifting up as a balancer during feeding in Photo 7
(Rodman1991).
Langurs were found to cling on a vertical substratewith a smooth surface (Photo 8 and Photo 9).
Clinging is a posture that flexed limb posture exhibits on vertical-subvertical supports. Vertical
clinging is a bimanual cling pattern where both hands grasp a support with the elbows flexed and
the forelimbs are adductedwhile the torso is orthograde or suborthograde.Hindlimbs are flexed
at hip and knee. Apparently, langurs utilized their hindlimbs to grip the lamp pole to bear their
weight. It was contrastedwith the description of Hunt et al. (1996) which noted that forelimbs is
used to support the body and not the hindlimbs.
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CONCLUSION
Dusky leafmonkeysasan arboreallangur,exhibitedthreetypesoflocomotionmodesthatconsist
ofleaping,movingquadrupedally,
andmovingbipedally.In addition,threepredominant
postures
containofinactive,feeding,andverticalclingingwerediscernedandtraced.Resultsofthis study
is hopedto enhanceour understanding
on locomotionandpositionaldiversityof T obscurus.
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Figure l: Locomotionmode:leaping

Figure2: Locomotionmode:moving
quadrupedallyon bough

Figure3: Locomotionmode:movingbipedally
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Photo1 : Movingquadrupedally
on
electricitycable.

Photo 2 : Moving quadrupedally,
henceleapedover its member.

Photo3 : lnactivesit-inposture:
sittingon ischialcallosityon
treebough.

Photo4 | Inactivesit-inposture:
sittingon cablewith onehand
holdingthe support.

Photo5: Inactivesit out posture:bothhindlimbs
arestretchingout to hold on the support
while sittingon ischialcallosity

Photo6 | Inactivesprawlposture:
lying on thetreebough,upliftedits
tail whenit sawthe observer
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bothhindlimbs
Pholo7 : feedingposrufer
graspingtreebranchandlifting up
prehonsile
tail to balanceits body.

Photo 8 : Vertical clinging posturc: both
hindlimbs grasping the electricity post
while the forclimb holdingthe pole.

Photo9 : Side-viewofvertical clingingposture.

